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PREFACE
This text offers an introduction to and general overview of interaction design for all mobile
computing platforms, with a particular emphasis on Google’s Android and Apple’s iOS
platforms.
Mobile apps should feel natural and intuitive. Users should quickly and easily understand them.
This means that effective interaction and interface design is crucial to the success of any mobile
app. Few mobile app developers (or even designers), however, have had adequate training in
these areas.
Touchscreen-focused, mass-market mobile applications are a type of technology that’s only
been possible to create since 2008, and the industry has seen monumental shifts and growth in
the six years between the introduction of the “app economy” and the publication of this work.
This book aims to help put you in a place to succeed as a designer in today’s app market by
teaching proven principles and techniques that you can use in your next app, no matter what
mobile platform, targeted device, form factor, or user base you’re targeting.
In short, the tutorial style used here aims to help you master the mindset, processes, and vocabulary of mobile interaction design so that you can start making better choices right away. This
book guides you through the entire process of app design, demystifying many of the tasks and
issues that arise during the many stages of developing, releasing, and improving a mobile app.
Cameron Banga has been working in mobile application development since 2009, and in the
nearly five years since releasing his first app he’s contributed as a designer or as an adviser to
more than 100 applications for iPhone, iPad, Android, and OS X. In that time, he’s seen firsthand
the growth and change experienced in the mobile industry and has worked to meet client and
customer expectations throughout the many evolutions of mobile platforms.
This book aims to serve as a central resource for programmers or designers looking to best
determine how to establish themselves in today’s modern mobile landscape by offering advice
formulated and acquired through Cameron’s experiences over the past several years as a pioneer of the mobile app economy.
Topics chosen for this book were selected carefully by Cameron with advice from and in coordination with several successful and award-winning industry colleagues. The goal of each chapter
was to focus on a particular strong primary skill required of any successful designer, breaking
that skill down into a few key components that any novice could focus on and, with some
strong advice and clear guidance, work to master quickly.
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PREFACE

No programming knowledge and only basic design knowledge is required to understand this
book, as it’s been carefully crafted to be universally readable and helpful. In situations in which
it does dive into extremely specific terminology or a topic for which prior information would
be required, breakout boxes offer context and suggestions as to where the reader can look for
further information that’s beyond the scope of this book.
Only basic design tools were used to create the example work included in this book, and the
software or hardware that was used is detailed where relevant. Much of this book focuses on
general theories and somewhat universal design practices that can be slightly modified and
fine-tuned to the reader’s specific circumstances. Additional resources that are required or may
be helpful have been posted online at http://cameronbanga.com/EMIDbook.
We hope you enjoy this book and that it helps you make progress toward your goal of becoming an outstanding mobile app designer. If you would like to share your thoughts or if you have
a question, feel free to contact the authors at book@cameronbanga.com.
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CHAPTER 4

FIRST SKETCHES
OF AN APP

You won’t need a hammer or a screwdriver; maybe
you’ll need a tape measure—though preferably one
in digital form on the top and side of your computer
screen. Like any job, there’s an established set of
tools that most interaction and interface designers
use to create their projects. Programs such as
Photoshop, Balsamiq, xScope, and others are critical
components of the interface-building process. In
this chapter, you’ll find a general strategic outlay
for planning the design of a mobile application.
Using the steps and techniques presented, you’ll be
prepared for the different phases a design evolves
through during its infancy, before a programmer
writes the first lines of code.
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What Tools Do You Need?
A mechanic is only as good as his or her tools, or so the saying goes. The ones that care about
their work the most are the ones that most significantly invest in their tools. It’s true for auto
body shops, and it’s true for design shops as well.
Before making a serious effort to create an app, designers need to make sure they have the best
equipment available at all times. When starting out, this can be a bit difficult, as new computers and professional software are often quite expensive. To avoid wasting money on improper
tools, it’s important to get the best bang for your tech buck.
Many of the tools and tips recommended in this chapter developed from labors of love: fondness and expertise forged over a couple of years and a hundred apps worth of experience. But
it’s important to note that there are no one-size-fits-all solutions when it comes to choosing
tools or selecting a process to draft a design. The following recommendations come from a
process that has led to the creation of several successful apps, but if you come across a piece of
software better suited to your task at hand don’t be afraid of going your own route. Likewise,
the tools available to designers grow and evolve at a lightning-quick pace, and new products
are constantly hitting the market that make design faster, easier, and more efficient. It’s always
worth giving new products a try, as any learning curve involved may pay off significantly down
the road.
The first tool needed in a designer’s supply kit is one that’s essential to everyone from elementary school students to rocket scientists: a quality notebook, journal, or word processor. Being
a successful interaction designer requires taking notes consistently and excessively. Everything
from trends in the industry seen in other apps to thoughts on personal work should be documented for future reference.

note
Remember that the tool suggestions in this chapter are just that: suggestions. If
you currently have a workflow that functions better than what’s recommended,
feel free to diverge (or, even better, share your setup with other designers online).
The goal is to do apps well, regardless of the tools and methods used.

Interaction design focuses on the constant development of a product in order to increase
usability and value, so there’s always room to improve a work. As is also true for painters
and comedians, inspiration doesn’t always strike at the most convenient moments. Some of
a designer’s best ideas will come when he or she isn’t working; they’ll arrive while walking
down the street or in the middle of the night. Always having a notebook or phone-based word
processor handy is a great way to quickly jot down thoughts as soon as genius strikes. Try Field

WHAT TOOLS DO YOU NEED?

Notes by Draplin Design Company and Coudal Partners. These handy, portable notebooks
come in a standard size that’s roughly the same aspect ratio, width, and height as a smartphone
screen and, likewise, work well to approximately portray a scaled-down tablet screen. They fit
well in a pants pocket or purse, and they’re great for scrawling out quick ideas or sketching out
design prototypes.
When it comes to computer hardware for a designer’s utility belt, it’s tough to suggest anything
other than an Apple laptop running OS X, preferably the most recent version available so there
are no issues with compatibility for Apple’s development applications. There’s no denying that
all iOS development and interface design implementation and most Android development
takes place on computers running OS X. Access to Windows is required, however, for Windows phone app development, so designers planning on taking that route will need to keep
that in mind.
If you don’t plan on doing any coding at all and most of your work will be focused on creating
visual designs, you could be perfectly fine with a Windows PC. Do consider using a machine, however, that will allow you to commit code for the projects you plan on contributing to, even if you
don’t see yourself as the programming type. It can be very valuable for designers to have access
to source code for modifying art files or making basic code changes, typography selections, or
color choices. If you plan on developing for iOS, it will be well worth your while to have an Apple
laptop or desktop so that you won’t be limited in case you want to tinker with code in the future.
The most frequently recommended computer for mobile design is Apple’s MacBook Pro, ideally one with a Retina display. The benefits of the mobility a laptop provides far outweigh the
added power provided by a desktop. Apple’s most recent laptops with Retina display are great
for designing work that looks fantastic on the high-resolution displays found in most phones
and tablets. Designing on a low-density display can be difficult, because in some cases you
may not be able to preview app designs from Photoshop or a similar program in full resolution.
If cost is an issue, the MacBook Air is an excellent laptop, but steer clear of the 11-inch model;
such a small screen size will make design work difficult.
If a stationary computer is preferable based on your personal needs, a designer can’t go wrong
with an iMac, either. These need to be capable of professional-level functionality, so it’s best to
purchase the most well-equipped computer you can afford. If you’re low on budget, Apple’s
Mac mini is a more than capable machine for design and development. The biggest and best
system isn’t always essential; for most practical purposes, Apple’s recently redesigned Mac Pro
is probably overkill for the type of work you’ll be doing.

warning
UPGRADES CAN BE DIFFICULT It’s important to note that for many Apple computers, specifically the MacBook Air, MacBook Pro, and iMac, it can be difficult or
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impossible to upgrade RAM or hard drive storage space after purchase. Carefully
consider your spec decisions before ordering a computer.

Preferences for design software can vary greatly based on personal taste, but there are a few
essential tools to look for in any program. First and foremost, designers need some sort of
wireframe or mockup function that can take interaction ideas and translate them into a visual
element programmers can use to begin their work.
Balsamiq by Balsamiq Tools LLC (see Figure 4.1) is the multiplatform industry standard for
quickly creating visual wireframes. The application is built specifically for digital design work
and comes equipped with many templates and styles that cater to building Web sites and
mobile software. Balsamiq balances speed and style and also quickly visualizes interaction
thoughts into something others can see, understand, and offer feedback on.

Figure 4.1 Creating attractive, quick wireframes with a tool like Balsamiq is rather simple, as designs
take just minutes and can be extremely helpful in the visualization process.
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Two other valuable sketching and early prototype applications of note are OmniGraffle by
The OmniGroup and MindNode Pro by IdeasOnCanvas GmbH. OmniGraffle is a wireframing
and digital prototype application in the same light as Balsamiq, but OmniGraffle focuses more
heavily on creating work that looks close to reality. Such a feature offers output that’s visually
appealing for clients or stakeholders, but it does add time to the concept process. MindNode
Pro, shown in Figure 4.2, is a mind-mapping application that’s used for creating general text
outlines. It’s a fairly simple tool, but it allows a designer to take a simple idea, spread it out into
actual words and thoughts, and then transform those thoughts into patterns that outline a
more complete thought process.
MindNode Pro is a favorite tool of designers due to its ability to easily and quickly visualize
ideas. It’s also useful for a variety of non-app-related tasks. For one example, look no farther
than this very page; MindNode Pro for iPad and OS X was used to visualize and outline each
chapter of this book.
When it comes to rendering anything in pixels, meanwhile, Adobe’s Photoshop is far and away
the most popular choice for computer graphics creation and editing, and it’s a piece of software
that’s used heavily in interaction and interface design. If it’s something visual and not something
done in code, odds are it’ll need to be done in Photoshop. Adobe recently made a major model
shift to its Creative Cloud platform, which is basically an all-you-can-eat buffet for their products.
For a monthly fee ($50 currently), users have access to Adobe’s entire Creative Suite. This is a
great shift for designers who previously found the high cost of each Adobe program prohibitive,
as they are no longer limited to one program but can instead now use other Adobe products
when creating software, such as Illustrator for vector art creation or Audition for audio editing.

Figure 4.2 MindNode Pro offers a simple, clean interface for creating mind maps.
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Still, there are other options available for small app-creation teams who find that monthly
expense to be a creative barrier or for designers who simply want a product not offered by
Adobe. Several strong—and extremely affordable—competitors have emerged recently,
including Pixelmator by Pixelmator Team Ltd. and Sketch by Bohemian Coding. The downside of going with less popular products, though, is losing out on the wisdom of the crowds.
Countless online tutorials, books, and instructional videos have been developed to walk users
through basic and advanced Photoshop techniques, so individuals not experienced in visual
design may have some trouble instantly mastering alternative programs.
Finally, a software gem that’s absolutely imperative to have in a designer’s tool kit is xScope by
The Iconfactory. It’s essentially the Swiss Army knife for interaction designers, offering a variety
of magnification and pixel-measuring tools to use when analyzing an application on the iOS
simulator or an Android virtual device. The tool is priceless because designers sweat to make
sure every pixel is in exactly the right place while debugging and testing software.
It’s somewhat difficult to describe what xScope does (or appreciate how well it does it) without
using it. Essentially, the application makes it simple to measure a variety of important on-screen
metrics when designing and developing apps. In Figure 4.3, you’ll see an on-screen ruler and
magnification loupe being used to inspect the visuals of a Web site.

Figure 4.3 xScope helps designers measure a variety of on-screen metrics.

BECOMING A DESIGNER

Becoming a Designer
Once your design utility belt is firmly buckled and your tool kit fully equipped, it’s time to
determine how to actually tackle the job of becoming a designer. There’s no certification
exam to pass or credentials to acquire, but there are many classes to enroll in (for a fee) and
even some universities offering to teach the trade of design; but are they worth your time
and money?
If you’re young and either in college or about to head off to it, by all means enter a program
that’s focused on design and product creation, even if it’s not specifically geared toward the
development of mobile apps. There’s a great deal of benefit to be derived from going through
a full college or trade-school program on how to become highly proficient in computer software creation.
But if your college years have passed you by or the cost or time required for a full course load
is daunting, there’s a nearly endless supply of free information available on the Internet that
can help you become more adept at this craft.
Currently, most mobile app designers are either self-taught or have some background in
computer engineering or another traditional visual design field. Eventually, though, the leaders of the industry five, ten, or twenty years from now will have gone through some post-high
school program focused on software development.
Another way to hone your skills or grow your knowledge base is something often discussed
by those looking to get into the world of app development: conferences. There’s certainly no
shortage of events, ranging anywhere from a day to a week in length, vying for developers’
time and dollars. These sessions are often quite expensive, but they remain one of the only
ways a programmer or designer can spend hours upon hours listening to or talking with titans
of the industry.
Based on personal experience, conferences offer the opportunity to draw from a wealth of
knowledge and enjoy a healthy dose of much-needed social interaction and networking. The
face-to-face benefits of a conference cannot be understated, especially in the tech industry.
Many mobile developers work alone at home or at small companies of two to three people and
each one is perhaps the only person in town with such a hobby or profession. Thus, conferences offer a valuable opportunity to foster camaraderie between people with similar interests,
providing both inspiration and motivation.
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With many conferences making audio and video of lectures and roundtable discussions available via the Internet, though, any technical expertise gained by attending in person becomes
less and less valuable. If you’re paying your own way to an event, aim for the ones that are
most affordable—something in line with what you’d spend on a short and cheap weekend
getaway. Look at conferences as the entree of establishing friendships and interacting with
individuals with shared passions that just happens to come with a side dish of learning. Don’t
break the bank on pricey conferences, and you won’t be saddled with overeater’s remorse
the day after.

tip
For a good list of various conferences that anyone can attend regardless of their
mobile platform of choice, check out http://lanyrd.com. The site is dedicated to
helping connect users to different professional conferences.

Planning for a Specific Platform
Once the basic wireframes of an application are drawn up, it’s time to move on and begin
preparing for the intricacies of a specific platform. Now, you should start thinking about how an
application will look and feel on one specific mobile device or another.
First, it’s essential to find the developer documentation for the appropriate platform. The
human-interface guidelines will be the most important document for a designer, along with
any other design-specific documentation available from the platform’s developer center. For
iOS or Android, Apple and Google frequently update documents on human interfaces much
like they do for API and other technical processes. Major mobile platform developers also have
other documents available detailing how to implement specific looks and feels for common
interface features, and they often update these style bibles after a major operating system
update. Even if you’re comfortable with a platform’s interface guidelines, it’s always important
to check back with the developer’s recommendations to see if anything has changed. Humaninterface guidelines are most definitely a living document, sometimes even more so than the
platform programming guides themselves.
While reading over a platform’s documentation, it’s valuable to make sure that one or more test
devices are available at a designer’s disposal. Ideally, a minimum of one fairly new and up-todate physical device should be handy, and some virtual devices should be installed and loaded.
These can be things such as an iOS simulator that’s prepackaged with Xcode, an emulated
Android device from the Android SDK, or something similar that allows a designer to run test
applications on a computer. These vary by platform, so visit the manufacturer’s developer
resources page to learn what options are available.

PLANNING FOR A SPECIFIC PLATFORM

tip
A good rule of thumb is to always have three devices for testing: one device that’s
new and uses the most recent technology, one that’s old and contains the least
powerful technology that you plan to support, and one dedicated for use in offline
or other edge-case scenarios.

Once you get your hands on a device, ensure that you’re comfortable using it. One recommended strategy during app development is to carry the targeted device as your primary
phone or tablet for at least a week. After using it for several consecutive days, you’ll become
familiar with its common interaction practices and begin to appreciate how users work with the
device in professional and personal settings.
New designers often make the mistake of using only screenshots or the human-interface guidelines document to draft their interface work for a new platform. Interaction design, though, is
less about the look of an application and more about the feel and flow of how an application
works. It’s impossible to accurately judge what feels natural on a platform based solely on
screenshots, and the guidelines document is written using colloquial terms that only make
sense after using a device for a couple of days.
In Apple’s human interface guidelines for iPhone and iPad, for example, the author uses the
following sentence: “And, although people might not be aware of human interface design
principles such as direct manipulation or consistency, they can tell when apps follow them and
when they don’t.” Users will know if an application feels out of place, and there’s no way for a
designer to know if he or she has implemented principles correctly unless the operating system
has been used personally for day-to-day tasks.
Once a device is in your pocket or backpack and you’ve studied up on an interface’s official
documentation, take a look at some third-party development resources such as books or blog
tutorials on the design for your target platform. Although the interface guidelines will be your
rulebook going forward, and the device itself will help you experience how to use the platform, advice and instruction from leading developers is one of the best ways to learn about
real-world user expectations. Follow some top developers and designers on Twitter or RSS
feeds to get a constant flow of information on how platform design changes daily. The mobile
development community is still a very tight-knit group, and many bloggers or book authors are
approachable and more than willing to discuss your interaction plan online or over lunch at a
conference, so don’t hesitate to reach out and ask for help.
And again, don’t underestimate the power of social interaction. Find local groups or meetups with like-minded mobile developers; most medium- to large-sized cities have clubs with
monthly meetings to discuss trends and evolutions in the industry. Getting together to chat
and interact is crucial for members of an industry known for having its fair share of people
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working alone at home. You’re designing for some of the hottest platforms in the world, and
people love offering up their opinions, so go out and be social.

Starting with a Workflow
Now that you’ve got a device and have a plan of attack for learning about a specific platform
and staying up to date on its news and trends, it’s time to begin the real work: developing an
application’s interaction design. The best place to start is by composing a wireframe and building a general overview of the application’s workflow.
If the world of interaction design is like a house, an application’s workflow is the cement foundation, and the wireframe is the wood that supports the walls. It’s not time yet to pick what
type of doors to install or what color to paint the living room, but a number of important decisions are made at this early stage that will influence how an application works—decisions that
will be very difficult to change once you progress further. It’s crucial to make sure these choices
are thought out well and thoroughly evaluated.
Begin this process by writing down or drawing a graph of a basic plan for what users will experience when first launching the application and then how they will move through it to accomplish
a certain task. This initial phase of the workflow should be extremely abstract initially. The general purpose of this exercise is to understand the reasons why users will download this app, what
their first impressions of it will be, and how information can be presented to them as quickly and
efficiently as possible. You can conduct this process by using an application such as the previously mentioned MindNode Pro or you can simply use a large piece of paper with boxes, lines,
and text that describes the setup and flow. You’re essentially developing an advanced connectthe-dots process while also working to remove as many dots from the system as possible.
Figure 4.4 shows a relatively simple workflow design, starting with the user entering the
application and ending with the user’s purchase of a pair of jeans. The goal with the design is to
minimize the steps needed to reach that end result and properly identify places in the interface at which a user might find interaction difficult. That helps a designer determine where to
devote the most time during the development process. The key at this stage is simplicity, making rapid iteration easy as you see the need for changes while working on your ideas.
In this example, we realized it might be difficult to present a way for the user to quickly and
easily pick out the exact size of jeans they want. We’ve got a couple of strategies in mind that
might solve that problem, but we’re not sure which one we like best yet, so we’ve jotted down a
few notes to return to later.
Even at this early stage of working with a wireframe, it’s not too soon to begin gauging user
experience. One of the most common ways to evaluate an application is to calculate how many
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Figure 4.4 MindNode Pro can be used to build a plan for a hypothetical application designed to help
a user pick out a pair of jeans at a store.

taps the user must make or the number of page transitions required to go from launching an
application to completing the desired task. As designers, we have two factors that are very much
in our control: how easy it is for users to understand where to make input decisions on an interface and how many screen-to-screen transitions they must go through. Decisions made about
those elements directly influence how much time a user spends moving through an application,
and you’re unlikely to find someone who enjoys an application that fruitlessly wastes his or her
time. Respect the user, and always find the quickest way to get from Point A to Point B.
Ideally, designers should strive to strip away as much complexity and as many obstacles from
an application as possible, removing until they can’t remove anymore. Interaction design is all
about creating an optimal experience for users, and for many reasons apps are optimal when
they are the most simple. They’re used on the go and on small screens, so complex experiences
often do nothing but frustrate the average person. Designers should always be aware of those
factors and aim to avoid complexities when designing a workflow.

tip
Another valuable metric—aside from measuring the number of taps or screens
required to get to a solution—is measuring how much time it takes the user to
complete tasks after entering the app. The faster the experience, the happier
the user.
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Meeting Design Expectations
Once a general workflow is laid out—something that looks like a combination of general word
associations and a connect-the-dots puzzle—it’s time to move on to a generalized wireframe.
At this phase of the design process, it’s time to imagine and render every single interface piece
and interaction method that will be replicated inside the application. Now, decisions will have
to be made about whether to use elements such as integrated voice commands or advanced
uncommon system gestures. The documentation created here will also be the primary way to
communicate design concepts and philosophies to involved parties—programmers, managers,
marketers, or other stakeholders—that might be involved in the app production process.
While wading into these waters, it’s the perfect time to research how other applications with
similar functions and features implement interaction design, especially ones developed and
designed by the maker of the operating system itself. Keeping in mind prime examples of software on a platform helps guide how your own application should look and feel. It also allows
you to spot flaws or problem areas in competitor apps, presenting an opportunity for your app
to offer something different that helps it stand out in the marketplace.

tip
Constantly peruse the “Top Apps” lists for all major platforms that you plan to support and take note of how they handle complex interaction challenges. Hundreds
of new applications are released each day, and the best of the best often tackle
difficult problems in unique ways.

Once you’ve gained a good understanding of the way other applications address the problems
your app might face and you’ve analyzed the best work on the platform by the people who
made it, you can begin crafting a voice for your application. Will it be one that truly fits in with
the rest of the apps on a user’s phone, or will it be something that boasts a truly unique design
and aims to stand out from the crowd? There are positives and negatives to both approaches,
and now is the time to thoughtfully consider where your application will fit. Because most
operating systems have a rather coherent universal design philosophy, it’s important to remain
cognizant of what breaking from that pattern will mean. If a user is aware of that design outlook, they know it by name—or at least by sight—and expect applications to look a certain
way. Offering something strikingly different can be eye-catching, but it can also sometimes be
unsettling to a user.
An operating system design philosophy is a deep concept that permeates an entire platform.
Just look at Apple’s Aqua visual interface design in OS X, unveiled in January 2000 but still in
use today. Aqua (shown in Figure 4.5) is easily recognizable in the standard OS X window, with
polished metal chrome capping off the top edge of the view; bright, glass-styled red, yellow,
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Figure 4.5 If you’ve worked with OS X before, you’ll recognize Apple’s Aqua visual interface design
by its steel window appearance and blue tint.

and green buttons in the top-left corner; rounded rectangle buttons; and bright blue that
highlights selected items.
Apple, though, sees Aqua as something much more than a basic visual look. To the company’s
designers, Aqua represents the foundation of the operating system’s entire graphical user interface; it presents elements with a goal of “incorporating color, depth, translucence, and complex textures into a visually appealing interface,” according to Apple’s OS X Human Interface
Guidelines.
Apple’s plan was to use these principles in combination with an animation system that
appeared to be as fluid as water itself to create designs that looked so great that (especially in
the early versions, which far outpaced competitors at the time) you can understand what the
writer is talking about and how that design principle set a standard for every single application
on the operating system.
Clearly, Aqua is not just a visual style; it represents a design goal, one that Apple makes easy
for developers to achieve in their own work. Aqua is also a great example of iterative design.
The style was introduced nearly 15 years ago and has gotten better through 10 (and counting)
major releases. The design language contained within it has evolved, but Aqua’s core design
philosophy remains unchanged.
As with Aqua, current mobile application platforms also have their own sets of design goals. It’s
extremely important for designers to understand the intentions and aims of these design goals
and not just view them as a visual style to occasionally abide by. Currently, Google recommends
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that developers design to its Holo style, a system designed to unify applications’ appearance,
color scheme, and typography after a period in which Android software offered a very mixed
bag when it came to interface design. The style has been hugely successful, creating a standard
for applications that lets the platform appear distinct while also allowing for a design that is
scalable and usable on multiple types of devices.
It’s also worth noting that, because Android is open source, hardware manufacturers are free
to customize the experience and make modifications to the standard interface design. Popular
examples of this are Samsung’s TouchWiz and HTC’s Sense. As long as you design applications
that conform to Google’s Holo design standards, your interface should have no issues with
being displayed on these manufacturer-specific designs.
Apple, meanwhile, is in a major transition phase, dropping its instantly recognizable iOS 6 look
and feel in favor of a radically reimagined, visually simplified aesthetic and design functionality
in iOS 7.
Well-designed interaction and interface designs often share an important trait: The designs are
consistent across all applications on the operating system, and the user can easily predict how
a common button, gesture, or interface structure will respond to interaction. There’s much to
be learned from using these operating systems repeatedly; you gain an understanding of the
feel of the system, but you also develop a sense of what the creator’s design expectation is.
Through that, a designer can decide if it’s wiser to stick to the platform norms or venture out
onto a creative new path.
In most situations, especially for novice or inexperienced designers, it’s best to stick to the
platform’s design conventions. As a result, you’re less likely to make a serious design mistake or
create an interaction design method that is confusing and discouraging to users. The interaction methods that are baked into an operating system are tried and true, tested with a multitude of usability drills and established as the common (and often best) practices on a system.
By venturing out and attempting to create a new interface and interaction style, a designer risks
stepping too far away from a user’s comfort zone.

tip
New designers may see sticking to standard user-interface conventions as boring,
opting instead to get wild and pursue their own creative ideas. But remember,
the first goal of interaction design is to create something that works, not something that breaks the mold. Simple and boring trumps complex and confusing
every time.

That’s not to say there aren’t wonderful examples of designers taking risks and reaping big
rewards as a result. Look at Loren Brichter, a digital designer renowned for his creation of

CREATING PIXEL-PERFECT DIGITAL MOCKUPS

the pull-to-refresh interaction method, now common among thousands of apps on multiple
platforms. Brichter took an action that was fairly common—scrolling up and down to view
content—and used an “excessive pull” gesture at the top of a page to launch a screen-refresh
function. The design is beautiful, immediately discoverable, easily comprehensible, and visually
hypnotizing, and it in no way interferes with the rest of the application’s interface.
Keep in mind, though, that Brichter was originally an Apple designer who worked on software
for the first iPhone. When he created this new interface technique, he was already an accomplished expert in the field and understood the ramifications of what he was building. His story
presents an important lesson on attempting to create new application interaction types: When
choosing to throw caution to the wind and ignore pre-existing conventions, a designer had
better know full well what he or she is doing.

Wrapping Up Design Documentation
Once the relatively primitive sketch of an app’s general look and feel is complete—and thought
has been put into its interaction and usability—it’s almost time to move to the next big phase
of the process and begin turning your design ideas into pixels and programming code. Work in
the wireframe and early design stages shouldn’t be brushed aside, however, as it’s important
to create as detailed a preliminary document as possible. Often, a designer will be tempted
to jump quickly to Photoshop files or other advanced design work, but devoting extra time to
these early steps will pay off down the road. An extra hour or two spent creating documentation can save dozens of hours further along in the project.
Keep this key guideline in mind: If you can’t describe an animation, gesture, or other piece
of interaction implementation to a programmer or teammate in a simple sentence or two, it
probably needs additional refinement or further thought. The documentation you create at this
stage of development will be the foundation for everything else on the project, from programming, to art, to testing. Be as direct and explicit as possible when discussing and writing directions for implementation.
Software development can often be like the “telephone” game that kids play in which a phrase is
whispered from one person, to another, to another. Usually, the sentence the last person in the chain
says out loud is far different from the one the originator first uttered. In app development, the lead
designer is much like the person at the start of that game. If the direction and plan isn’t clear, concise, and simple, it’s likely that the vision will get misinterpreted somewhere along the development
chain, resulting in an application that’s much different than the one the designer intended.

Creating Pixel-Perfect Digital Mockups
After fully documenting the application in a wireframe or sketches, it’s time to start creating art assets for the implementation of the software’s design. Some designers may only be
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working on interaction design and concepts—such as interface feature implementation or
gesture utilization—and as a result won’t be implementing the actual visual design of the
project. If that’s the case for you, feel free to skip this section.
Creating art designs for a project is often one of the most difficult concepts to teach in any field
of design, not just app development. Although interaction is very much an objective concept,
and a platform’s descriptive documentation clearly outlines when to use gestures, aesthetic
design is much more subjective. Ahead are general tips and recommendations for creating app
art, but for those looking to get additional help on aesthetic design, consider taking an art class
or reviewing books on visual design principles.
Most of the example work described in this section is performed using Adobe’s Photoshop, an
industry-standard tool for anyone in the creative arts. The program allows designers to use a variety
of visual tools such as brushes, shapes, and erasers to create nearly anything imaginable. Developing
your own style and skills in Photoshop is something that takes time to master; the best artists in the
industry often have a dozen or more years of experience and are still learning and growing.
If you’re a new designer and uncomfortable with Photoshop, consider searching for tutorials
online that best mimic the specific visual style you hope to achieve in your app and then use
blog posts, podcasts, or videos to walk you through the steps needed to create this look. There
are thousands upon thousands of Photoshop instruction sources online, and they can be an
invaluable resource. Likewise, there are many books on Photoshop that can help you tap into
the potential of every tool the program has to offer.

note
Photoshop talents and design skills require a lot of practice and plenty of trial and
error to develop. Do you see an icon design or app style that you like? Practice by
trying to recreate the look in Photoshop. Your first few attempts will be difficult,
but with repetition you’ll quickly learn how to create similar designs.

A great visual design is a very important component of interaction design; if a designer can’t
fully represent how to interact with an app via simple text, iconography, and interactive features
users won’t be able to understand the software, and in turn the app won’t see much success.
Visual cues create a path for users, helping them find safe ground so they don’t fall astray. That’s
a reason why it’s often wise for a project’s interaction designer to also be the visual designer,
because a uniform thought process by a single individual helps maintain coherence between
interaction intention and visual implementation. Imagine interaction design as the artistic
idea, Photoshop or programmed code as the paintbrush, and the visualization of the app as
the canvas. It’s much easier to bring a work of art to life if only one person is in control of the
paintbrush from start to finish.

REITERATING BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE

The amount of art required for an app can fluctuate from project to project based on the technical requirements of the software, the desired visual aesthetics, and the platform, so there’s
no straight answer for how much art will be needed every time. A thorough discussion with
the project’s lead programmer is the best way to determine how to bring a wireframe to life
with both art and code. Once again, this is where that extra time spent developing a detailed
wireframe and application design document comes in handy; a programmer can review these
and instruct the designer how they want the project’s visual assets to be created.
On iOS and Android, most art will be produced in the PNG file format and will be imported
and referred to in code to make the visuals appear on screen. It’s best to create as little art as
possible in Photoshop or another image-based program, instead implementing elements with
code for native interface design pieces. Code is typically more nimble and able to be altered
more easily while also being rendered on screen more quickly. Applications will thus be more
responsive and require less work while also being less likely to break down when the operating
system changes in the future. Each programmer has a different opinion, however, on what they
prefer to do in code and what they want to do using other assets, and so constant communication with the app programmer is required.

Reiterating Before It’s Too Late
One of the primary goals of interaction design is to be constantly iterating on an implementation in an effort to improve upon the original work. Although you’ve already done this for a
wireframe, you now have actual art assets in PNG or another format along with full Photoshop
design files that will aid in a more complete analysis.

note
Remember, iterating on a design is the thoughtful and intentional process of taking original work, questioning decisions, and potentially revising and recreating
parts of the project in an effort to improve its design.

Now is the perfect time to sit down and review your design work with every stakeholder in the
project, from the client who’s funding it to the programmer that’s implementing the design.
The following five questions are often simple and easy to answer when working only with concept art designs, but they’ll grow more difficult and expensive to resolve once the application
becomes actual lines of code, so it’s best to address them now:
1.

Does the app look like it will fit in with the platform?
It’s a designer’s prerogative whether he or she wants the work to blend in on the
platform or not, so this question can often be answered either positively or negatively
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and still be OK, depending on the person’s intentions. What’s most important, though,
is creating a coherent design that looks and acts like mobile software.
2.

Will users be able to use the application with no guidance?
Long gone are the days in which each piece of software came with a hefty instruction manual. Mobile apps must be capable of remaining useful while standing alone,
because the production team won’t be there to guide the user along the way. This
question can often be answered by showing the Photoshop work to another techminded person who can offer an outside perspective while also understanding what
the designs in the program are intended to represent.

3.

Can the programmer implement the design with art assets and design documentation only?
Most likely, a designer will be working hand-in-hand with the programmers on a project, who will hopefully be able to ask questions about why something was designed
the way it was and how it should be implemented. This isn’t always the case, though,
and designers should be prepared for that possibility. Once design documentation is
handed off to a manager or programmer, they should be able to deduce the designer’s
intentions and planned interaction design without being required to check in with
concerns every five minutes. If a programmer can’t create a design with only the documentation provided, more work is likely.

4.

Will the design age gracefully?
Age can wear heavily on things, and mobile apps are no different. There’s an adage
frequently quoted when creating logos for corporations or businesses that says that
the goal should be to design something that would have looked outstanding 100
years ago, would look outstanding today, and will look outstanding 100 years in
the future. Strive for a general style and brand that will remain tasteful and visually appealing as an operating system or platform changes over time. This can vary
in difficulty based on platform, but it’s wise to avoid trendy “flavor-of-the-week”
design practices that will fall out of fashion quickly. Instead opt for classic, traditional,
platform-friendly looks.

5.

Does the design meet future project goals?
A lot of new designers get tripped up in their development by creating a great first
version of an app but failing to allow space for future feature improvements that will
be necessary in subsequent releases. Designs shouldn’t be handcuffed by hypothetical “maybes,” but it is important to consider how an application’s design might evolve
after another six or twelve months of work. Take a journaling application, for example,
in which a designer uses a swipe interaction to open various menus but fails to recognize that the app’s 2.0 release will include a photo-adding function in which users

PREPARING FOR THE NEXT STAGE

will swipe to move through pictures. This will cause an interaction conflict, leading
to a complete design overhaul a few months after launch, complete user confusion,
a completely unreliable design, or some other terrible cocktail of those poor-design
consequences.

note
Identify each stakeholder in a project long before work begins, especially if your
project is for a client. Stakeholders will be managers, bosses, programmers, and
anyone else who has a vested interest in a project. Moving too far along with the
design before receiving stakeholder approval on a feature or style may result in
work disapproval and unsatisfied clients.

As you get more and more involved with the world of software, you may run into an increasingly common programming approach called agile software design that runs in direct contradiction to the strategy just outlined. Agile software design involves design and programming
team members working out basic features and plans to constantly add more to the product
based on user response, testing, and developer experience. It’s a great strategy, but only for
those who are quite familiar with software development and are comfortable with how to handle a product constantly in motion. If you’re new to design and programming, hesitate before
adopting this strategy; you may be better off thoroughly thinking through a design prior to the
start of programming.

Preparing for the Next Stage
Although the app remains in its infancy at this phase of the development process, it’s not too
soon to take formal opinions of it from potential users or colleagues. As designers, it’s often our
job to dictate or direct the development path and make important decisions about the project,
but we’re by no means dictators. Don’t let yourself be above healthy discussion or critiques of
your work from anybody. Each and every voice that responds to your output can be valuable,
so don’t jump to dismiss the opinions of others who don’t have design experience. Apps aren’t
just for the tech elite; everyone from mothers to bank tellers to baristas are potential users too.
Inevitably, someone in such a position will point out a bad design idea.
Ultimately, if you can’t defend your own design it’s probably not that great of a design to begin
with. Be willing to question and evaluate your own ideas with the goal of an improved user
experience in mind. Developing apps is very much a team sport, and your work will inevitably
grow with thoughtful critique and constant iteration.
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IN-DEPTH
In order to build apps, you need apps. A few great software-development tools were
briefly mentioned in this chapter, but here’s a more detailed look at these favorites, along
with a few additional gems that you might come to depend on. These pieces of OS X
software will give you a leg up on the competition when designing your app.
■

Adobe Photoshop is the gold standard by which all other design tools are
judged. Originally released by Adobe in 1990, the software has been used for a
variety of graphic design purposes and has permeated society to such a point
that “to Photoshop” has become a household verb. Regardless of the platform
you’re designing for or the platform you’re building with, Photoshop will be an
indispensable tool.

■

Skitch is a simple application currently owned and managed by Evernote that
allows for simple text and graphical markup on screenshots captured by a computer. It’s very quick to use; just take a screenshot and then mark up the image
with arrows to point out errors, text to explain intention, or simple shapes to
note where content should be. When building work in a preproduction emulator, Skitch is a useful tool for quickly noting where interface errors exist so that
programmers can fix bugs and improve the app.

■

Balsamiq is a multiplatform tool that allows for rapid creation of a basic software wireframe, which is used to show stakeholders and programmers how an
interaction design works when programmed. Clear communication is a necessary skill for any interface designer, and Balsamiq is a great tool to graphically
indicate design intentions to the people who will be coding your work.

■

xScope is the Swiss Army knife of interaction design, with a variety of invaluable
tools to help improve and iterate on an interface. The application includes various measurement utilities, color indicators, and magnification tools that allow
a designer to zoom in and view tiny details easily. xScope—created by Iconfactory, a team known for building some of the most beautiful interfaces available
on OS X and iOS—provides a great way to double-check that you’ve properly
placed all of your interface pieces.

■

Pixelmator is renowned as a worthy competitor to the almighty Photoshop. It’s
an extraordinary digital art enhancement tool currently available for much less
than a single monthly subscription payment to Photoshop. If you’re a novice
designer looking to get your feet wet with as little cash overhead as possible,
Pixelmator is your soulmate.

CONCLUSION

Conclusion
A carpenter doesn’t build a house the first time he or she picks up a hammer. A writer doesn’t
crank out a great novel the first time he or she sits down at the keyboard. Likewise, it takes
time and development for designers to become comfortable with—much less master—using
the tools of their trade. You’ve just begun to crack the surface of the work involved in creating
an app by learning about the early steps of design. With a solid foundation laid, you can now
begin building the framework of your original mobile creation.
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APIs for accessing hardware features, 6
branding guides for apps, 118
building art that scales, 119–123
choosing as mobile platform, 17–18
cross-platform visual styles, 117–118
designing for speciﬁc platforms, 66
display densities, 252
distribution methods for beta testing, 203

ﬁle format, 252–253
ﬁle management, 253–254
gesture-based navigation, 92–93
history of mobile devices, 10
history of tablets, 11
HockeyApp integration with, 206
Holo style, 71–72
hybrid apps, 84–85
icons, 108–109, 252
interaction experience for both phones and
tablets, 51–52
interaction experience for multiple platforms,
53–55
iOS compared with, 14
keyboard support, 47
Linux basis of, 138
managing connectivity failure, 98–101
modal controllers in navigation, 91–92
naming conventions, 254
native apps, 7–8, 82–83
navigation views, 93–96
open source basis of, 13–14
pixel-perfect mockups with, 75
putting elements in right location, 180–182
sandboxing in ﬁle management, 153, 155
scroll view navigation, 90
search-driven navigation, 90
single-view navigation, 86
stacked navigation, 87
tips for working with, 254–255
touchscreen interface, 13
translating Photoshop into mockup, 135
Android Asset Studio, 254
Android Developer Studio, 140, 143
Animation
app speed and, 187
viewing with xScope, 249–250
APIs (application programming interfaces), for
accessing advanced hardware features, 6
APK ﬁles, distribution methods for beta
testing, 203
App Store (Amazon), 7–8
App Store (Apple)
encouraging user exploration, 26–27
marketplace for native software, 7–8
registered accounts, 9
time required to test apps available in, 35
App stores
marketplace for native software, 7–8
resubmission process, 228–229
reviews from, 221–222
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AppAdvice.com, 219
Appcelerator’s Titanium SDK, 85
Appearance, how it changes interactions, 104
Apple
accessibility tools, 32–33, 164–165
app icons and, 108
app review and standards, 156–157
Aqua theme, 70–71
building art that scales, 119–123
in choosing a mobile platform, 17–18
in choosing operating system for mobile app
design, 61
commitment to simplicity, 169–170
conferences for product rollout, 31
Cover Flow technology, 54–55
cross-platform visual styles, 117–118
designing for humans, 27
designing for speciﬁc platform, 66
example of ﬂat design style, 106
history of tablets, 11
human-interface guidelines, 67
as industry leaders, 185
interaction experience for both phones and
tablets, 50
key player in mobile industry, 12–13
marketplace for native software and, 7–8
multilingual interaction designs, 160–161
registered users, 9
reviews from App Store, 221–222
single-view navigation, 85–86
slide-to-unlock interaction in iOS, 175–176
“There is an app for that” marketing
campaign, 3
Time Machine backup, 138
understanding role of mobile devices, 40–41
Application programming interfaces (APIs), for
accessing advanced hardware features, 6
Apps. See Mobile apps
Aqua theme, in OS X, 70–71
Art
artwork requirements for iOS and Android, 251
building art that scales, 119–123
matching to interaction design, 115–117
Aspect ratio, of smartphones or tablets, 51–52
Assembla (from Assembla Inc.), project
management software, 139
AssistiveTouch (from Apple), accessibility tools,
32, 164
Asus, Google partnership with, 11
Audience
identifying user traits, 157–160
knowing your audience, 150–152
Audio, writing source code, 143
Audition (Adobe), 63
Augmentative and alternative communication
(AAC), accessibility for disabled users, 166

Auto-layout, 50
Automatic app (from Automatic Labs, Inc.), 147
Azure. See Windows Azure

B
Babylon Translator, for multilingual interaction
design, 162
Back button, putting elements in right location,
180–182
Backup software, 138
Balsamiq (from Balsamiq Tools LLC)
creating design documentation, 131
matching art to interaction design, 116
overview of, 78
as recommended design software, 62
for wireframming, 244–245
Bard Mobile app (from Library of Congress), 166
Beta-testing. See also Tests
analyzing test data, 204–205
caps on number of tests per developer, 201
choosing testers, 195–196
deciding when to share work with testers,
196–198
determining when you are ready to
release, 209
developing strategy for, 198–199
distribution method for beta tests, 203–204
ﬁnding software bugs and crashes, 206–207
interaction design and, 29
maintaining relationship between
development team and testers, 205
making positive changes based on tests, 208
managing issue resolution, 207
minimizing interface friction, 97
preparing builds for testing, 200–203
protecting your secrets, 194–195
tracking issues and bugs, 199–200
understanding how analytic services work,
205–206
Binary code, 210
Bitbucket web site
source-code-control systems, 138–140
tracking app issues, 199–200
turning requests into changes, 224–225
BlackBerry
adoption of touchscreen interface, 13
key player in mobile industry, 15
market share, 15
mobile device interfaces, 11–12
mobile device operating systems, 8
BlackBerry World, 8
Blogs
avoiding negative feedback, 195
learning programming languages, 129

DEMOGRAPHICS, ANTICIPATING USER BASE

Bluetooth, support for wireless keyboards, 46
Branding guides, for mobile apps, 118–119
Brichter, Loren, 72–73, 113
Briefs (from MartianCraft), 135
Bugs
determining when you are ready to
release, 209
developing beta-testing strategy, 198–199
ﬁnding, 206–207
making positive changes based on beta
tests, 208
managing issue resolution, 207
tracking, 137, 199–200
turning requests into changes, 224–225
Bugshot (from Marco Arment), for marking up
screenshots, 245–246
Builds
preparing for testing, 200–203
version numbers for, 202–203
Burnout, cautions in app development, 214

C
Calculator app, example of single view, 86
Calendar app, in iOS 7, 180
Cameras, skeuomorphic style, 104
Cavanagh, Terry, 190
C/C++, for writing native apps in Android, 82
cd command, for working with Git, 142
Cell phones, history of, 9
Change/change management
keeping up with platform changes, 185
making positive changes based on beta
tests, 208
preparing users for design changes,
226–228
role of technology changes in interaction
design, 24
turning requests into changes, 224–225
Clarity, elements in simplicity of design, 171–172
Clear for iPhone (from Realmac Software), 93
Clicking, not using in reference to mobile
devices, 131
Clients
email clients, 40
getting feedback, 217
Cloud Messaging (from Google), for cross platform
computing, 41
Cloud storage, SkyDrive app for, 31
CNN News app, 233–234
Coach’s Eye app, 234
Code
binary code, 210
converting design ideas into, 73
sharing, 137–138
source code. See Source code

Collaboration
code sharing and, 137–138
on design issues, 136–137
Color blindness, accessibility tools, 32–33, 166
Color ID Free for iOS, accessibility for color blind
users, 166
Colors
app branding guides, 118
determining what to change in source
code, 144–146
editing with xScope, 249–250
user style preferences, 160
Communication, between designers and
programmers, 136–137
Compass app, skeuomorphic style in, 105, 184–185
Compression
PNG ﬁle format and, 252–253
Pngyu for compressing PNG images, 248
third party solutions, 257
turning oﬀ automatic compression in
Xcode, 257
visual quality and, 187
Computer geeks, mass market design vs., 157
Computers
desktop. See Desktop computers
laptop. See Laptop computers
options for designing mobile apps, 61
upgrades and, 61–62
Conferences, educational beneﬁts of, 65–66
Connectivity, managing connectivity failure,
98–101
Continuity, elements in simplicity of
design, 172–173
Cover Flow technology (from Apple), 54–55
Crashes. See also Bugs
analyzing test data, 204
ﬁnding, 206–207
Crashlytics, 206–207
CrashPlan (by Code42), backup software, 138
Creative Cloud suite (from Adobe), 63, 244
Criticism, using criticism but avoiding
negativity, 223
Cross-platform design, Evernote example, 234–235
CSS, Web apps and, 83–84
Customers
are they pleased with app design? 217
determining which feedback is valuable, 219

D
Data entry, interactions not possible on mobile
devices, 46–47
Data loss, protecting against, 26–27
Data portability, 227
Day One Journal app, 215–216
Demographics, anticipating user base, 32
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DESIGN

Design
bridging gap between programming and, 128
describing to programmers, 132–136
evaluating own work, 218
importance of consistency, reliability, and
sophistication, 17
interaction design. See Interaction design
interface design. See Interface design
intuitive and natural basis of, 172
preparing users for design changes, 226–228
refreshing. See Updating released apps
simplicity in. See Simplicity of design
using Photoshop for, 244
visual. See Visual style
Designers
becoming a designer, 65–66
determining which feedback is valuable,
218–219
evaluating own work, 216–218
introduction to programming, 141–143
learning opportunities for, 139–140
maintaining work journal, 215–216
making constant improvement, 214–215
Desktop computers
computers recommended for mobile app
design, 61
sandboxing use on, 156
understanding role of mobile devices and,
40–41
Devices. See Mobile devices
Direct feedback usability testing, 188
Direct user feedback, 225
Disabilities, accessibility options, 32–33,
163–166
Displays
densities on Android, 252
hardware recommended for mobile app
design, 61
Distribution methods, for beta testing, 203–204
Diversity
anticipating user base, 32
designing for humans and, 26
Documentation
Balsamiq for, 244
creating design documentation, 131
meeting design expectations, 70–73
in mobile app design, 73
Documents, designing for humans and, 27
Dogfooding, in usability testing, 189
Dribble
design community for getting feedback,
246–247
design community for testing apps, 28
Dropbox, 55, 147
Dyslexia, accessibility for disabled users, 166

E
Eclipse
creating mobile apps, 3
writing source code, 143
Email
clients, 40
diﬃculties in creating e-mail apps, 147
getting feedback from users, 206
from smartphones, 36–37
soliciting reviews, 220–221
Emulators/simulators
testing source code, 144
virtual devices for simulation and testing, 66–67
Entertainment, beneﬁts of tablets devices, 46
Entertainment apps
MLB.com At Bat, 240
TuneIn Radio, 241
Evernote
examples of outstanding apps, 234–235
Skitch software from, 78, 136–137, 249
Expandability, interaction design and, 48

F
Facebook
examples of outstanding apps, 235–236
getting personal reviews, 222–223
Zuckerberg and, 32
Familiarity
following industry leaders, 185
going against the grain, 186
simplicity through, 183
using well-know visuals, 184–185
Fantastical 2 app, 229
Features
saying no to added features, 178
turning requests into changes, 224–225
when to eliminate, 226–228
Feedback
analyzing test data, 204–205
app store reviews, 221–222
choosing testers, 195–196
conclusions, 210–211
deciding when to share work with testers,
196–198
determining when you are ready to release,
208–210
determining which feedback is valuable,
218–219
developing beta-testing strategy, 198–199
direct feedback usability testing, 188
distribution method for beta testing, 203–204
ﬁnding software bugs and crashes, 206–207
learning from human error, 28

GOOGLE ANALYTICS

making positive changes based on beta
tests, 208
managing issue resolution, 207
minimizing interface friction, 97
mobile app design and, 77
personal reviews, 222–223
preparing builds for testing, 200–203
protecting your secrets, 194–195
releasing the app, 210–211
reviews Web sites, 219–221
showing oﬀ your work, 194
tracking issues and bugs, 199–200
turning requests into changes, 224–225
understanding how analytic services work,
205–206
Field Notes (by Draplin Design Company and
Coudal Partners), 60–61
File formats
Android, 252–253
iOS, 256–257
File management
Android, 253–254
iOS, 257–258
SkyDrive app for, 31
tranditional vs. sandboxing, 153–156
Firefox (from Mozilla), 16
Fitts’ Law, in interface design, 18
Flat design, 106–107
Flicking gesture, 132
Flipboard app, 236–237
Flow, elements in simplicity of design, 172–173
Flurry Analytics, 187, 205–206
Focus groups, anticipating user base, 34–35
Folders
ﬁle management and integration with mobile
devices, 153–154
re-evaluating layout between projects, 214–215
Fonts
branding guides, 119
challenges in designing for web, 101
determining what to change in source code,
144–146
user style preferences, 160
Forecast.io, 84, 101–102
Form factor, of smartphones or tablets, 51–52
Forrst community, for testing apps, 28
Forstall, Scott, 13
Forums, for learning programming languages, 129
Friction, minimizing interface friction, 96–98

G
Gestures
gesture-based navigation, 92–93
interaction design and, 37

interactions not possible on mobile devices, 47
pull-to-refresh gesture, 113
retention and growth in design and, 173–174
role of technology changes in interaction
design, 24
slide-to-unlock interaction in iOS, 175–176
types of, 132
GIF ﬁle format, 119
Git
learning how to use, 141–143
as source-code-control system, 137–138
git commit command, 142
git help command, 143
git pull command, 142
git push command, 142
git status command, 142
GitHub web site
as source-code-control system, 138–140
tracking app issues, 199–200
turning requests into changes, 224–225
Gmail, 170
GmbH, 248
Google
accessibility tools, 33, 164–165
Android. See Android
building art that scales, 119–123
in choosing a mobile platform, 17–18
commitment to simplicity, 169–170
cross platform computing and, 41
designing for speciﬁc platform, 66
diﬃculties in achieving simplicity, 170–171
examples of outstanding apps, 237
getting reviews from app stores, 221–222
history of tablets, 11
Holo style, 71–72
icons, 108, 125, 252
as industry leaders, 185
key player in mobile industry, 13–14
making positive changes based on beta
tests, 208
marketplace for native software and, 7–8
mission statement, 170
multilingual interaction designs, 160–161
native apps, 82–83
role of technology changes in interaction
design, 24
scaling interface for various devices, 49
search-driven navigation, 90
testing app use, 187, 205–206
viewing how users are interacting with app, 217
Google Analytics
making positive changes based on beta tests, 208
testing app use, 187
testing user-reaction to app features, 205–206
viewing how users are interacting with
app, 217
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GOOGLE CHROME

Google Chrome, 237
Google Glass visual platform, 24
Google Maps
diﬃculties in achieving simplicity, 170
examples of outstanding apps, 237
Google News, 170
Google Now, 90
Google Play Store
icons and, 125, 252
marketplace for native software, 7–8
GPS
APIs for accessing, 6
interactions possible only with
smartphones, 43
Grades 2 app, 229
Grandmother test, for ease of use, 151
Graphical user interface (GUIs), 143
Graphics tools, in designing mobile apps,
63–64
Gruber, John, 140
GUIs (graphical user interface), 143
Gyroscope, 6, 43

H
HDPI (high density), display densities, 252, 253
Help manuals (instruction manuals)
designing for humans and, 28
rarely available, 150
using applications without guidance, 76
Hints, making clues subtle, 179–180
HockeyApp
for direct feedback usability testing, 188
ﬁnding software bugs and crashes, 206–207
Holo style, Google, 71–72
Hourly News app (from Urban Apps), 43–44
HTML
building mobile programs, 6
hybrid apps, 84–85
Markdown compared with, 140
Web apps, 83–84
Human-interface guidelines
designing for speciﬁc platform, 66–67
going against the grain, 186
reasons for straying from, 113–115
Humans
designing for, 25–28
learning from human error, 28–30
Hybrid apps, 84–85

I
iBiker app (from iTMP Technology Inc.), 36–37
iBooks apps (from Apple), 105
ICanLocalize Web service, multilingual interaction
designs and, 162

iCloud (from Apple)
cross platform computing and, 41
having mobile applications complement
traditional workﬂows, 55
Icon Slate (from Jeremy Marchand), 247
Iconfactory
Instagram app. See Instagram app
xScope. See xScope (from Iconfactory)
Icons
creating app icons, 107–111
Google Play Store and, 125
newsstand icons, 256
retention and growth in design and, 173–174
sizes in Android, 252
sizes in iOS, 255–256
user style preferences, 160
vector construction, 249
IDEs (integrated development environments)
creating mobile apps, 3
deﬁning today’s apps, 5–6
multilingual interaction designs and, 162
writing source code, 143
Illustrator (Adobe)
creating app icon, 108
recommended design software, 63
iMac computers, for mobile app design, 61
ImageOptim, for compressing PNG images, 257
Images
app speed and, 186
compressing, 248, 257
ﬁle formats. See File formats
writing source code, 143
Information apps, Wolfram|Alpha, 242
Instagram app
examples of outstanding apps, 237–238
examples of simplicity in app design, 190
examples of teamwork, 147
iconography features, 97–98
pull-to-refresh gesture and, 133
Instant-messaging services, 222–223
Instapaper app, examples of outstanding apps, 239
Instruction manuals (help manuals)
designing for humans and, 28
rarely available, 150
using applications without guidance, 76
Integrated development environments. See IDEs
(integrated development environments)
Interaction design
anticipating user base, 32–35
conclusions, 37–38
designing for humans, 25–28
in everyday life, 24–25
goals, 25
having mobile applications complement
traditional workﬂows, 55–57
interaction experience for both phones and
tablets, 48–52

ISSUES

interaction experience for multiple platforms,
53–55
interactions not possible on mobile devices,
46–48
interactions possible only with smartphones,
42–44
interactions possible only with tablets, 44–46
interface design compared with, 22–24
learning from human error, 28–30
matching art to, 115–117
multilingual designs, 160–163
from sketch to programmable design, 130–131
striving for simplicity, 168–170
universal appeal across devices, 48
user workﬂow in mobile environment and,
35–37
where to begin, 30–31
Interface Builder, Xcode, 143
Interface design
Fitts’ Law in, 18
getting familiar with new OS, 19
goals, 25
interaction design contrasted with, 22–23
Interfaces
design, 2–3
minimizing interface friction, 96–98
options for mobile devices, 11–12
software compared with, 30–31
iOS
accessibility tools, 32–33, 258
Android compared with, 14
APIs for accessing hardware features, 6
choosing a mobile platform, 17–18
designing for humans, 27
designing for speciﬁc platforms, 66
distribution methods for beta testing, 203–204
example of interaction design, 24
example of interface design, 22
example of skeuomorphic style, 105
ﬁle format, 256–257
ﬁle management, 257–258
gesture-based navigation, 92–93
hybrid apps, 84–85
icons, 108–109, 255–256
interaction experience for multiple platforms,
53–55
interaction experience for phones and
tablets, 50
keyboard options, 47
managing connectivity failure, 98–101
modal controllers in navigation, 91–92
multilingual interaction designs, 160–161
naming conventions, 258
native apps, 82
navigation views, 93–96
oﬀering subtle hints, 180
operating systems for mobile devices, 8

pixel-perfect mockups, 75
putting elements in right location, 180–182
sandboxing in ﬁle management, 153–154
scroll view navigation, 89–90
search-driven navigation, 90–91
segmented view (tab view) controllers, 88–89
single-view navigation, 86
slide-to-unlock interaction in, 175–176
Springboard iOS launcher, 5
stacked navigation, 87
tips for working with, 258–259
transition from iOS 6 to iOS 7, 72
Unix foundation in, 138
iOS Dev Weekly, 129
iPad
example of skeuomorphic style, 105
Flipboard app and, 236–237
history of tablets, 11
human-interface guidelines, 67
interaction experience, 50
interactions possible only with tablets, 44–46
role of Apple in mobile revolution, 13
iPhone
accessibility tools, 32–33
branding guides, 118
building art that scales, 119–123
cross-platform visual styles, 117–118
example of skeuomorphic style, 105
gesture-based navigation, 93
history of mobile apps, 4
history of mobile devices, 10
HockeyApp integration with, 206
human-interface guidelines, 67
interaction experience, 48, 50, 53–55
interactions possible only with smartphones,
42–44
marketplace for native software and, 7–8
role of Apple in mobile revolution, 13
scroll view navigation, 90
search-driven navigation, 90
segmented view (tab view) controllers, 88
software compared with interfaces, 31
success of slide-to-unlock interaction, 175–176
translating Photoshop into mockup for, 135
Tweetie app, 113
Voice Memos example of single view, 85–86
iPod
history of mobile devices, 9
role of Apple in mobile revolution, 12–13
Issues. See also Bugs
determining when you are ready to release, 209
developing beta-testing strategy, 198–199
making positive changes based on beta
tests, 208
managing resolution, 207
tracking, 199–200
turning requests into changes, 224–225
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Iterations
ﬁnishing touches and, 124
making improvements via, 197
in mobile app design, 75–77
Ive, Jony, 13, 124

J
Java, 5–6, 128–129
JavaScript, 6, 83
JIRA (from Atlassian), for project management, 139
Jobs, Steve, 13, 40, 170, 208–209
Journalists, soliciting reviews from, 220–221
Journals, note taking tools, 60–61
JPEG ﬁle format
app speed and, 186
PNG compared with, 187, 253
as raster format, 119

K
Karras, James, 210–211
Keyboards
interactions not possible on mobile devices,
46–47
as interface, 11–12
Kickstarter crowd funding site, 210
Knowledge apps, Wolfram|Alpha, 242

L
Languages, multilingual interaction designs,
160–163
Laptop computers
recommendations for mobile app
design, 61
understanding role of mobile devices and,
40–41
Launch strategy, 209–210
Launchpad, Web service for beta test
distribution, 204
Layout (from SwordSoft), matching art to
interaction design, 116
Learning opportunities, for designers, 139–140
Linux
Android based on, 13
author of, 138
reference materials, 140
Ubuntu distributor, 16
Logos, app branding guides, 118
Lossless compression, PNG ﬁle format and, 187,
248, 252–253
Lossy compression, JPEG ﬁle format and,
187, 253
LTE networks, managing connectivity failure, 98

M
MacBook Air, recommended for mobile app
design, 61
Macintosh computers
Apple’s commitment to simplicity, 170
recommended for mobile app design, 61
use of personas, 33
Mailbox app, Dropbox, 147
Maps, Google Maps, 237
Marchand, Jeremy, 247
Markdown markup language, 139–140
Marketplace, for native software, 7–8
MarvelApp (from Marvel Prototyping), 135
Mass market, keys to succeeding in, 157
Mayer, Marissa, 170
MDPI (medium density), display densities, 252, 253
Mercurial, source-code-control systems, 137
Metrics, usage metrics, 187–188
Microsoft
adoption of touchscreen interface, 13
app review and standards, 156–157
choosing mobile platforms, 18
conferences for product rollout, 31
cross platform computing and, 41
early history of tablets, 10–11
example of ﬂat design style, 106
as key player in mobile industry, 15
multilingual interaction designs, 160–161
operating systems for mobile app design, 61
reviews from app stores, 221–222
Windows OSs. See Windows OSs
Microsoft PowerPoint, 248
Microsoft Surface, 11, 44–46
Microsoft Zune, 9
Mind mapping. See MindNode Pro
MindNode Pro
creating workﬂows, 68–69
for mind mapping, 247–248
recommended design software, 63
use of personas, 33
Miyamoto, Shigeru, 209
MLB.com At Bat app, 240
Mobile apps
anticipating user base, 32–35
beta-testing. See Beta-testing
branding guides, 118–119
checking out award winning apps, 185
creating app icons, 107–111
examples of successfully updated apps, 229
getting feedback. See Feedback
history of, 3–4
managing connectivity failure, 98–101
marketplace for native software, 7–8
minimizing interface friction, 96–98
multitasking, 156
navigating. See Navigation methods

MOBILE PLATFORMS

review and standards, 156–157
testing speed of, 186–187
in today’s context, 5–7
types of, 82–85
usability of. See Usability
use in short bursts, 159
user preferences and, 158
user workﬂow in mobile environment and, 35–37
visual styles. See Visual style
Mobile apps, for designer use
Adobe Photoshop, 244
Balsamiq, 244–245
Bugshot, 245–246
Dribble, 246–247
Icon Slate, 247
MindNode Pro, 247–248
overview of, 243
Pngyu, 248
Skitch, 249
Spark Inspector, 249
xScope, 249
Mobile apps, outstanding examples
1Password, 232
Amazon Mobile, 232–233
CNN News, 233–234
Coach’s Eye, 234
Evernote, 234–235
Facebook, 235–236
Flipboard, 236–237
Google Chrome, 237
Google Maps, 237
Instagram, 237–238
Instapaper, 239
MLB.com At Bat, 240
overview of, 232
TuneIn Radio, 241
Twitter, 240
Wolfram|Alpha, 242
Mobile apps, planning
becoming a designer, 65–66
computer selection, 61
conclusions, 79
creating mockups, 73–75
creating multiple iterations, 75–77
creating workﬂows, 68–69
documentation, 73
getting feedback, 77
graphics tools, 63–64
meeting design expectations, 70–73
note taking tools, 60–61
operating systems and, 61
overview of, 59
on-screen metrics, 64
software development tools, 62, 78
for speciﬁc platforms, 66–68
tools for, 60
wireframe or mock up tools, 62–63

Mobile devices. See also Mobile phones; Tablets
history of mobile apps, 3–4
interaction experience for multiple platforms,
53–55
interaction experience for phones and tablets,
48–52
interactions not possible on, 46–48
interactions possible only with smartphones,
42–44
interactions possible only with tablets, 44–46
interface options, 11–12
knowing your audience, 152
phones, 9–10
tablets, 10–11
understanding role of, 40–41
universal appeal across devices, 48
user workﬂow in mobile environment and,
35–37
what they are, 8–9
Mobile industry key players
Apple, 12–13
BlackBerry, 15
Google, 13–14
Microsoft, 15
mobile Web sites and browsers, 16
overview of, 12
Mobile phones. See also Mobile devices
Android OS and, 13
Android phone. See Android
history of mobile apps, 3–4
human-interface guidelines, 67
interaction experience for multiple platforms,
53–55
interaction experience for phones and tablets,
48–52
interactions possible only with smartphones,
42–44
iPhone. See iPhone
knowing your audience, 152
limits to expandability, 48
marketplace for native software and, 7–8
native apps, 82
sandboxing in ﬁle management, 153–156
skeuomorphic style, 104
in today’s context, 5–7
user workﬂow in mobile environment and,
35–37
Windows Phone. See Windows Phone
Mobile platforms
cross platform computing and, 41
cross-platform design, 234–235
cross-platform visual styles, 117–118
designing for speciﬁc platform, 66–68
interaction experience for multiple platforms,
53–55
keeping up with platform changes, 185
overview of, 16–19
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MOCKUPS

Mockups. See also Wireframe (mock up) tools
creating pixel-perfect, 73–75
translating Photoshop into mockup for iPhone
or Android, 135
Modal controllers, in app navigation, 91–92
Monitors. See Displays
Mouse, interactions not possible on mobile
devices, 47
Mozilla Firefox, 16
Multitasking, mobile apps and, 156

N
Naming conventions
Android, 254
iOS, 258
re-evaluating between projects, 214–215
Napkin (from Aged & Distilled LLC), for design
documentation, 131
Native apps
Facebook going native, 235
hybrid apps, 84–85
marketplace for, 7–8
overview of, 82–83
Navigation (physical), Google Maps, 237
Navigation Bar, in iOS, 87
Navigation methods
gesture-based navigation, 92–93
modal controllers in navigating, 91–92
overview of, 85
picking navigation interaction type,
93–96
sandboxing and, 152–156
scroll view navigation, 89–90
search-driven navigation, 90–91
single-view navigation, 85–86
stacked navigation, 87–88
tab view navigation, 88–89
Negativity, using criticism but avoiding
negativity, 223
News services, 233–234
Newsletters, learning programming
languages, 129
Newsstand icons, 256
Nexus 7 tablet
history of tablets, 11
interactions possible only with tablets,
44–46
native apps, 82–83
Nokia Symbian Store, 8
Note taking tools
examples of outstanding apps, 234–235
overview of, 60–61
skeuomorphic style of, 184

O
Objective-C
deﬁning today’s apps, 5–6
learning programming languages, 128–129
writing native apps in iOS, 82
OmniGraﬄe (from The Omni Group), 63, 116
Online shopping, Amazon.com, 232–233
On-screen metrics, in designing mobile apps, 64
open command, working with Git, 143
OpenDyslexic, accessibility for disabled users, 166
OS X
Aqua theme, 70–71
ﬁle management and integration with mobile
devices, 153–154
for mobile app design, 61
OSs (operating systems)
Android. See Android
challenges in designing for web, 101
comparing Android with iOS, 14
iOS. See iOS
mobile devices and, 8–9
options for designing mobile apps, 61
OS X. See OS X
software compared with interfaces, 30–31
support for keyboard options, 47
tablets and, 10–11
updates, 31
OUYA, 210–211

P
PaintCode (from PixelCut), 123
Pareto principle (80/20 rule), applying to mobile
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